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Topic: lntegration of Matrix Transposition into Database Systems

Linear algebra expressions have become very popular and are frequently being used for

data analysis and machine learning. Examples of widely used linear algebra expressions

are the matrix cross producl XTX (i.e., the Gram matrix) and the least square estimator

(Xrx¡-tyTy. fhe implementation of such expressions over a database system backend

is non-trivial. One of the main reasons is that matrix transposition, outer product, and singular

value decomposition yield result relations with a schema that depends on the values in the

argument relations. For instance the transpose operation yields a relation where the number

of attributes is equal to the number of tuples of the argument relation.

Operations with a data dependent result schema are difficult to handle for database systems.

A first reason is that the schema of the result is not known at compile time. This affects the

entire query optimization and query evaluation pipeline since neither number nor names nor

types of the attributes are known. A second reason is the scalability. Database system scale

extremely well with the number of rows but the scalability in terms of numbers of columns is

limited. Since a transposition exchanges rows and columns it usually yields a relation with a

large number of columns that most state-of-the-art systems cannot handle efficiently.

The goal of this Bachelor thesis is to design, implement and einpirically evaluate a solution

to efficiently handle (sub)expressions that yield relations with data-dependent schemas. As

a starting point use the Relational Matrix Algebra (RMA) [3], which reconciles relations and
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matrices, and makes it possible to apply matrix operations to parts of a relation without losing

contextual information. lntegrate you solution into MonetDB.

The work includes the following tasks

T1: Study related work about data management and machine learning systems that combine

relational and linear algebra functionality 14, 3, 1, 21. Analyze and describe cases that

use transpose operations and identify expressions that are often used in data science

pipelines.

T2: Propose a solution to store relations in their transformed form. Design and implement

evaluation algorithms to efficiently compute expressions over relations that are possibly

stored in their transformed form (for instance an algorithm to compute o(r) il r is stored in

its transposed form). lntegrate your solution into MonetDB. Pay attention to the handling

of schema information and the scalability of your solution.

T3: Extend the query optimizer of MonetDB with optimization techniques that leverage the

implemented evaluation algorithms. As an example, the MonetDB optimizer can be ex-

tended with an equivalence rule that rewrites an expression to an equivalent one without

transposition.

T4: Empirically evaluate your solution on real world applications and realistic workloads.

T5: Write a thesis (approximately 50 pages).
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